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Abstract: This paper explores the relevance of the use of dragon elements in illustration design and Memphis style visual design. Through the study of the symbolic meaning of dragon elements in different cultures and the origin and characteristics of Memphis style, combined with the actual case study of illustration design, this paper discusses the correlation and interaction between dragon elements and Memphis style visual design. Research has found that the clever incorporation of dragons in illustration designs, combined with Memphis-style geometry and bright colors, can create creative, unique and appealing visuals. These findings provide new creative ideas and inspiration for illustration design.
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1. Introduction

In today's field of visual design, illustration design, as a creative and expressive art form, has attracted wide attention and interest. Illustration design can not only convey information, but also arouse the viewer's emotions and imagination. In order to create unique and striking visuals, designers are constantly looking for new ideas and ways of expression. Memphis Style, a design style from the late 1980s to early 1990s, is known for its bright colors, geometric shapes, and abstract expressions. It breaks free from the shackles of traditional design and boldly uses bright colors and simplified geometry to create a unique visual language. The emergence of Memphis style enables designers to interpret and express their creativity in a new way, breaking the limitations of traditional design and bringing a new visual experience. At the same time, the dragon zodiac element is one of the important symbols in Chinese culture, representing mystery, power and auspiciousness. Dragon has a unique symbolic significance in traditional Chinese culture and is widely used in the fields of art, culture and design. The use of the dragon zodiac element in the illustration design can not only reflect the characteristics of traditional Chinese culture, but also give the work a mysterious and amazing visual effect.

2. Memphis Style and Illustration Design

2.1. Definition and Characteristics of Memphis Style

The Memphis style originated from the Memphis Group, a design studio founded in 1981 by Italian designer Ettore Sottsass. The Memphis style is unique for its bright colors, geometric shapes, and abstract expressions. It gets rid of the shackles of traditional design, breaks through the traditional rules and constraints, and pursues the expression of creativity and personality.

One of the characteristics of the Memphis style is the bright and rich colors. Designers use bold and saturated colors, such as bright yellow, pink, blue and green, to bring a strong visual impact to the work. These bright colors not only enhance the expression of the work, but also bring vitality and pleasure.

Another outstanding feature is the geometric shape and abstract way of expression. Memphis style often uses simplified geometric shapes, such as squares, circles, triangles, etc., which are arranged and combined to create unique and rhythmic patterns and compositions. This abstract way of expression makes the work full of modern and avant-garde sense.

2.2. Application and Development of Illustration Design

As a form of image expression, illustration design has been widely used in the fields of art, media and advertising. Illustration design conveys unique emotions and information through the image and color of images. It can be used in various mediums and scenes such as book illustration, poster design, brand logos, etc.

The application and development of Memphis style in illustration design has injected new life and creativity into the work. The illustrators create works with strong visual appeal by incorporating Memphis-style bright colors and geometric shapes. Memphis style color and shape combination can make the illustration work more eye-catching and eye-catching, but also bring a modern and artistic sense.

In illustration design, the application of Memphis style is not only limited to the design of patterns and compositions, but also involves the color matching, the use of lines and the shaping of the overall wind sense. Designers can break the rules and limitations of traditional illustration by using Memphis-style bright colors and geometric shapes to create unique and personal pieces. The innovation and breakthrough of the Memphis style make the illustration design better attract the attention of the audience, conveying the energy, passion and fashion sense.

In addition, the application of Memphis style also provides more creative possibilities and expressions for illustration designers. Illustrators can express their unique understanding...
and interpretation of themes and concepts through the visual language of Memphis style. Through the use of bright colors and geometric shapes, designers can create a rich variety of visual effects, making the work more vivid, interesting and personal.

In short, the application and development of Memphis style in illustration design provides designers with a new way of creative thinking and expression. It breaks through the limitations of traditional design, infuses vitality and personality, and makes illustration works more eye-catching and different. By studying the creative application of Memphis style in illustration design, we can further explore the boundaries of illustration design and provide designers with more inspiration and creative possibilities.


3.1. Symbolic Meaning of the Dragon Zodiac Element

In Chinese culture, the dragon is a mysterious creature with special symbolic significance, seen as a symbol of good luck, power and vitality. Dragons play an important role in traditional Chinese culture and are widely used in art, culture and design. First of all, dragons symbolize power and domination. The dragon is regarded as the symbol of imperial power in China, representing the majesty and power of the emperor. In ancient times, dragons were often used to decorate palaces, temples and imperial costumes to show the majesty and dignity of imperial power. Secondly, dragon also symbolizes auspiciousness and happiness. Dragons are considered auspicious and are believed to bring good luck and auspice. In traditional Chinese festivals and celebrations, dragon dances and lantern performances are often used to pray for good harvest, happiness and peace. In addition, the dragon symbolizes strength and courage. According to legend, the dragon has unparalleled strength and courage, can control the wind and rain, manipulate the world. The dragon is regarded as a symbol of warriors and warriors, representing courage, determination and indomitable spirit.

3.2. Visual Expression of Dragon Zodiac Elements

By using the dragon zodiac element in illustration design, designers can create unique and visually impactful works through the image and color of the image. Here are some common visual expressions of dragon zodiac elements:

First, the image of the dragon. Designers can use geometric shapes and abstract ways of expression to simplify and refine the image of the dragon and present it in a symbolic way. Through the smooth lines and concise modeling, the elegance and mystery of the dragon can be highlighted. Second, the scales and claws of the dragon. The body of a dragon is usually covered with scales, and claws are one of the characteristics of a dragon. Designers can use geometric shapes and patterns to show the texture and shape of the dragon's scales and claws to add detail and dimension to the work. In addition, the eyes and mouth of the dragon are also parts that can be protruded. The designer can make the eyes and mouth of the dragon focus on the work through the choice of colors and the treatment of shapes. By using bright colors and exaggerated shapes, designers can express the mystery and power of the dragon, making the work more visually striking.

The elements of the dragon zodiac can also be expressed through the use of the dynamic posture and posture of the dragon. Dragons are usually depicted as flying or swimming in the air, with the characteristics of vitality and agility. Designers can show the dynamics and power of the dragon through the flow of lines and the change of posture, injecting life and vitality into the work.

The use of color is also one of the important means to express the dragon zodiac elements. Red, gold, and blue are the colors commonly associated with dragons, which represent mystery, power, and auspiciousness. Designers can use these colors to create visual effects with Chinese cultural characteristics, making the work more distinctive.

By combining Memphis style with dragon zodiac elements, illustrators can create unique and creative pieces. Memphis-style bright colors, geometric shapes, and abstract representations are combined with the mystery, power, and auspiciousness of the dragon zodiac elements for visual innovation and impact. This kind of creative application can not only highlight the uniqueness of the work, but also convey the deep cultural connotation and symbolic significance. Through case studies and practical explorations, we will demonstrate the visual innovation and expression brought about by the fusion of Memphis style and dragon zodiac elements. This will provide new creative ideas and inspiration for creators in the field of illustration design, enrich the visual experience of their works, and also play a positive role in promoting cross-cultural visual communication and design innovation.

We explore the symbolism and visual expression of the dragon zodiac element, combined with the Memphis style of illustration design. As one of the important symbols in Chinese culture, dragon has rich meanings such as auspice, power and mystery, which can be conveyed through the visual expression of illustration design.

Using Memphis-style bright colors, geometric shapes and abstract representations, we can create unique and creative pieces that highlight the elements of the dragon zodiac. The use of color can create visual effects with Chinese cultural characteristics, while the use of lines and shapes can express the mystery and power of the dragon. In addition, dynamic gesture, texture and symbolic expression also provide rich creative methods for illustration design, making the work more vitality and connotation.

4. The Combination of Memphis Style and Dragon Zodiac Elements

4.1. Combination of color and shape

Memphis style is characterized by bright colors and geometric shapes, while dragon zodiac elements are often associated with bright colors such as red, gold, and blue. In illustration design, designers can create visually rich and striking effects by combining the bright colors of Memphis style with the specific colors of the dragon zodiac elements. For example, designers can use Memphis-style geometry to represent the dragon's scales and highlight the dragon's majesty and auspiciousness through bright red and gold colors.

4.2. Combination of Texture and Line

The Memphis style often uses simplified geometric shapes and abstract representations, while the dragon zodiac
elements have delicate textures and curves. Designers can skillfully combine these two elements to highlight dragon features and details by applying Memphis-style lines and textures. For example, designers can use Memphis-style lines and patterns to outline the dragon's body, and then use delicate textures to represent the dragon's scales and claws to create unique and layered illustrations.

4.3. Combination of Dynamic and Static

Memphis style often focuses on rhythm and movement in patterns and compositions, while the dragon zodiac element is often depicted as having vitality and agility. Designers can use Memphis style dynamic gestures and geometric shapes to express the movement of the dragon, so that the work is full of life and vitality. For example, designers can use Memphis style geometric shapes and abstract representations to create the image of the dragon dance take-off, through the flow of lines and changes in posture to demonstrate the strength and agility of the dragon.

4.4. Combination of Fusion and Deformation

The Memphis style focuses on innovation and breaking through traditional rules and restrictions, while the dragon zodiac elements also have mysterious and changeable characteristics. Designers can use the innovative spirit of Memphis style to integrate and transform the elements of the dragon zodiac to create a unique and personalized image. Through the re-conception and interpretation of the elements of the dragon zodiac, designers can break the traditional way of expression and create surprising visual effects. For example, designers can combine Memphis-style geometric shapes with the physical features of dragons to create abstract and creative dragon images. Through contrast and deformation, designers can highlight the mystery and power of dragons while retaining the bright colors and geometric shapes of the Memphis style.

4.5. Combination of Symbol and Symbol

Memphis style focuses on symbolization and symbolic expression, and the dragon zodiac element has rich symbolic significance. Designers can combine these two elements to create pieces with depth and meaning. For example, designers can use Memphis style geometric shapes and patterns to express the characteristics and symbolism of the dragon, and convey the power, auspiciousness and strength represented by the dragon through symbolic expression. By skillfully combining Memphis style with dragon zodiac elements, illustrators can create unique and creative pieces. This combination can not only highlight the personality and uniqueness of the work, but also convey the deep cultural connotation and symbolic significance of the dragon zodiac element. Through different combinations and creative techniques, designers can open up the boundaries of illustration design and create diverse and visually impactful works.

In the actual creation process, designers can further explore and develop the creative application of Memphis style and dragon zodiac elements in illustration design by studying and learning from classic cases of Memphis style and dragon zodiac elements, as well as in-depth understanding of Chinese traditional culture and relevant knowledge of illustration design. This will not only enrich the expression of illustration design, but also provide designers with broader creative space and opportunities.

The combination of the Memphis style and the dragon zodiac elements can create unique and visually striking works that highlight the symbolism of the dragon and the characteristics of the Memphis style, enriching the expression of the field of illustration design. This creative application not only provides new creative ideas and inspiration, but also promotes the development of cross-cultural visual communication and design innovation.
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